SATLON 105 IS A SUPER GLUE AND NOT AS SOME IMAGINE...A MAGIC GLUE (UNFORTUNATELY).

TO BEGIN WITH, THIS PRODUCT IS AND CAN BE USED TO REPAIR THE FOLLOWING ITEMS;

1. EMERGENCY RADIATOR REPAIR
2. EMERGENCY CARBURETTOR REPAIR
3. EMERGENCY TYRE REPAIR
4. EMERGENCY VEHICLE HOSES
5. VEHICLE BEADINGS AND BOOT/DOOR RUBBERS
6. TILES
7. CERAMICS
8. PORCALIN
9. SHOES
10. TEKKIES
11. SOME PLASTICS
12. SOME PLASTIC SWIMMING POOLS
13. TRUCK TARPALINS
14. WATER BEDS
15. BLOW UP BEDS/MATTRASSES
16. EMERGENCY RUBBER DUCKS REPAIR
17. IT CAN BE USED AS A LOCK TIGHT/STUD LOCK/THREAD LOCK
18. BUMPERS
19. And many more...
**IT IS ADVISABLE TO FIRST EXPERIMENT WITH SATLON 105 BEFORE USAGE AS SOME OPERATIONS CANNOT BE REPAIRED ONCE GLUED.**

- **NO POWDERS ARE SUPPLIED WITH YOUR SATLON 105 BOTTLE. POWDERS THAT CAN BE USED ARE LEGION i.e.; DRY BREAD/COPPER SHAVINGS/ALLUMINIUM/CHILDRENS WATER PAINT POWDERS/ SHAVINGS/BICARBONATE OF SODA/SAND/BODY PUTTY/PVA PAINT/ Q-BONDS POWDERS ect. ect. ect.**
- **FOR QUICK RESULTS MIX WHATEVER POWDER YOU WANT TO USE WITH BICARBONATE OF SODA. THE MIXTURE WILL BE 50/50 OR MORE DEPENDING ON HOW FINE THE POWDER IS.**
- **AT TIMES POWDERS WILL NOT BE REQUIRED. THAT WILL BE YOUR DECISION.**
- **POWDERS ARE FOR CRACK FILLING AND USED AS STRENGTHENING.**
- **DO NOT LET GLUE MAKE CONTACT WITH YOUR FINGERS WHEN THERE IS POWDER ON THEM. 2ND AND 3RD DEGREE BURNS MY OCCURE.**
- **SHOULD GLUE MAKE CONTACT WITH FINGERS...ROLL FINGERS, NEVER PULL. GLUE WILL START FLAKING OFF AFTER 60 MINUTES (1 HOUR). USE ACETONE TO REMOVE GLUE. (CUTEX REMOVER- ACETONE TIPE) MAY ALSO BE USED.**
- **TO TEST WHETHER PLASTICS CAN BE GLUED... PLACE 1 DROP OF GLUE ONTO THE PLASTIC. SLIDE FINGER SLOWLY OVER GLUE AND PLASTIC. SHOULD FINGER STICK TO THE PLASTIC. THEN IT IS REPAIRABLE... AS LONG AS PLASTIC IS NOT TOO FLEXABLE. POWDERS MAY BE REQUIRED.**
- **IF USING POWDERS... LET STAND FOR MINIMUM 1 HOUR OR MORE. CAN BE MACHINED, DRILLED, Sanded AND PAINTED. SETS 100% IN 24 – 48 HOURS.**
- **DO NOT USE SATLON 105 ON WINDSCREENS. IF REQUIRED TO GLUE GLASS, OR METAL ONTO GLASS, ACID TREAT BOTH METAL AND GLASS FOR AT LEAST 3 HOURS, RINSE OFF WITH CLEAN WATER AND DRY BEFORE GLUEING. (BATTERY ACID/ SULPHURIC ACID/ SWIMMING POOL ACID)**

**EMERGENCY RADIATOR REPAIR**

TAKE A WIRE BRUSH TO THE RADIATOR. ACID TREATMENT IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. CLEAN AREA WITH THINNERS OR ACETONE.NO RUST/WATER OR ANY OIL TO BE PRESENT IN CRACK OR HOLE. MAKE SURE CRACK IS CLEAN ITSELF. AT TIMES IT IS ADVISABLE TO WIDEN CRACK. THAT IS YOUR JUDGEMENT CALL. POUR POWDER OVER CRACK AND TO THE SIDES OF IT. FLATTEN POWDER AND POUR GLUE OVER IT. DO NOT BE SHY. USE ENOUGH POWDER AND GLUE. (IF AREA IS ACID TREATED NO FURTHER CLEANING WITH ACETONE OR THINNERS IS REQUIRED. ACID TREAT FOR 2 – 3 HOURS)
EMERGENCY CARBORETTR REPAIR

TO BE CLEAN AND DRY OF OIL AND DIRT. TAKE A FILE AND FILE THE EDGES DOWN ON BOTH PARTS SO THAT WHEN PLACED TOGETHER AGAIN ONE WILL SEE A “V” ALL ALONG THE BREAK. POUR GLUE INTO CRACK. GIVE PRESSURE. THE LONGER PRESSURE IS GIVEN THE BETTER. ONCE SET, POUR POWDER “ALLUMINIUM” (NO NEED FOR BICARB MIX) INTO “V” AND FLATTEN. POUR GLUE. LET STAND FOR AN HOUR TO 48 HOURS.

EMERGENCY TYRE REPAIR

HAVE FOOT PUMP HANDY. PULL OUT NAIL. FORCE INTO SAME HOLE A SHARPENED SCREWDRIVER 3 TIMES, REMOVE IT. FORCE MEDIUM SIZED SCISSORS INTO SAME HOLE. BEND SCISSORS OVER TO ONE SIDE SO AS TO WIDEN HOLE. FORCE GLUE NOZZEL INTO OPENING. REMOVE SCISSORS. GIVE PRESSURE TO BOTTLE MAKING SURE GLUE PENETRATES TO THE INNER OF THE TYRE. POUR GLUE LIBERALLY ALL THE WHILE PULLING THE NOZZEL OUT. WAIT FOR AT LEAST 1 MINUTES. PUMP UP TYRE. TYRES HAVE BEEN PUMPED UP AFTER 16 SECONDS BUT A LONGER WAITING PERIOD IS ADVISED. TYRES HAVE BEEN TESTED UP TO 4 BAR PRESSURE.

EMERGENCY VEHICLE WATER HOSES

HOSES MUST BE CLEAN AND DRY OF OIL/DIRT AND WATER. CLEAN WITH ACETONE. POUR GLUE ONTO ONE SIDE ONLY. STICK BOTH ENDS TOGETHER AND GIVE PRESSURE. THE LONGER PRESSURE IS GIVEN THE BETTER. SHOULD HOSE BY CHANCE HAVE BEEN IN CONTACT WITH i.e.: FANBELT AND HAS NOW CAUSED A GAP...A PIECE OF O-RING CAN BE USED TO SEAL THE GAP.

VEHICLE BEADING AND BOOT/DOOR RUBBERS

SURFACES TO BE CLEAN OF OIL AND DIRT. CLEAN WHEN POSSIBLE WITH ACETONE. FORCE RUBBER AWAY FROM METAL. POUR GLUE AND SQUEEZE RUBBER BACK INTO PLACE. TOUCH UP WHERE NEEDED. BEEDINGS ARE MORE DIFFICULT. CLEAN SURFACES. NO PREVIOUS GLUE ON SURFACES (GENKEM ETC). PRESS BEADING TO VEHICLE BODY AND POUR GLUE SLOWLY BETWEEN THE TWO SURFACES. PRESSURE IS NOW THE SECRET. HOLD THE PRESSURE CONSTANT FOR MINIMUM 5 MINUTES AND LONGER. SHOULD BEADING NOT BE GLUED. REMOVE OLD GLUE AND DO AGAIN. (SOME PLASTIC BEADINGS HAVE TOO MUCH PETROLEUM IN (OIL). POWDERS MAY BE AN ADVISABLE ADDITIVE)
**Tiles/ Ceramics/ Porcalin**

Clean and dry surfaces. Place enough glue on both surfaces only. Stick surfaces together and give enough pressure (1 minute). The longer the better. Should pieces be missing...sand down surface and use the powder as a gap filler.

**Shoes/ Tekkies**

Remove old glue and dirt. Clean with acetone if necessary. Pour glue and press surfaces together while giving pressure. Advisable at times to be careful as surfaces can get hot.

**Plastics**

Some plastics have too much petroleum (oil) in. Rough sand paper surface. Wipe down with acetone or thinners. Powders may be an advisable additive.

Test plastics by placing 1 drop of glue on surface. Slide finger slowly through glue. Should finger stick to surface...plastic can be glued.

**Some Plastic Swimming Pools**

Test plastic for petroleum as above. Surface clean and dry of dirt and water. Use PVC, cut into round patch. Wipe PVC with cloth and acetone (both sides) or thinners. Wash PVC in water and Handy Andy. (incl swimming pool area were the leak is) remove Handy Andy with water. When dry, place patch over hole. Lift up first half of patch and pour glue. Bend patch down and give pressure. Lift up other half. Pour glue and bend patch down and give pressure. Glue any edges that were missed. Let stand for 1 hour or more.

**Truck Tarps**

Wipe tarpaulin down with acetone or thinners. Both sides. Wipe down with Handy Andy. Wipe clean with cloth and water. No oil or dirt present. Hold plank behind tear. From the front...place patch into position and start glueing from the bottom forcing the glue upwards while giving pressure. This is one job where patience is a virtue. Or simply lay the tarpaulin down on the ground for easier repair.
WATER BEDS/ BLOW UP BEDS/MATTRESSES

AGAIN TEST FOR PETROLEUM. BE CAREFUL. MOST BEDS READILY ARE PATCHABLE. SAME PROCEDURE AS SWIMMING POOLS AND TRUCK TARPAULINS. TAKE CARE THAT TOP AND BOTTOM SURFACES DO NOT TOUCH EACH OTHER. AS SOME BEDS HAVE A VELVET FINISH...TAKE CARE NOT TO USE TOO MUCH GLUE AS IT SPREADS. BED MUST NOT HAVE TOO MUCH AIR IN. VELVET AREA CAN GET HOT AND BURN YOUR FINGERS SO BE CAREFUL.

EMERGENCY RUBBER DUCKS REPAIR

ONLY USE RUBBER DUCK MATERIAL (PVC). NOT BASIC PVC. CLEAN SURFACES AND PATCH. THIS IS AN EMERGENCY PATCH ONLY THOUGH IT WILL BE PERMANENT. VERY LARGE TEARS/HOLES NOT ADVISABLE.

LOCK TIGHT/ THREAD LOCK/ STUD LOCK

CAN BE USED AS A SUBSTITUTE. USE AS YOU WOULD THE NORMAL PRODUCT. (Experimentation though, would be advisable first.)

BUMPERS

CLEAN SURFACES WITH ACETONE OR THINNERS. SOME BUMPERS PREFER THINNERS (TEST SURFACE OF BUMPER – CLEAN ONE AREA WITH THINNERS AND ANOTHER AREA WITH ACETONE – PLACE ONE DROP OF GLUE ON BOTH CLEANED AREAS – PLACE THUMBS ON EACH SURFACE AND PRESS DOWN FOR 1 MINUTE – ROLL THUMBS – DECIDE WHICH THUMB STICKS BETTER TO THE SURFACE – IN THIS WAY YOU WILL KNOW WHICH IS BETTER, THINNERS OR ACETONE) USE SOLDERING IRON TO SOLDER BOTH EDGES TOGETHER (YOU MAY REQUIRE EXTRA PIECES OF ANOTHER BUMPER TO SEAL AND SUPPLY STABILITY TO THE ONE YOU ARE WORKING ON) USE POWDER AND SATLON 105 TO SMOOTH EDGES AND SUPPLY STABILITY AND STRENGTH. IT IS ADVISED THAT YOU FIRST PRACTICE WITH ANOTHER BUMPER UNTIL YOU KNOW EXACTLY WHERE THE DIFFICULTY LAYS – PRACTICE MAKE PERFECT)
SATLON 105 was used as reported by 1 of our clients that it repaired a fan belt. Using his wife's Cutex Remover (acetone type). The fan belt was repaired 3 times. The first time for 7 km's, the 2nd time for 4 km's and the 3rd time for 3 km's.

Please take note that this is unsubstantiated.

Practice makes perfect – experiment – experiment – experiment – keep away from children/ clothing and eyes – store in cool place – 1 year guaranteed life span – 4 to six years in fridge depending on how the settings are – tested standing open inside a caravan standing in the sun, average temp of 42 °C

Please note:

There are very few items SATLON 105 does not glue. They are as follows; oily surfaces/silicon surfaces/petroleum based plastics etc. Should you discover that SATLON 105 struggles to glue something, do not discard or pour scorn on it. Experiment with different techniques and you may be pleasantly surprised. (Something we have discovered due to said experimentation is that Handy-Andy is a good cleaning product) However, CLEAN GREEN is better. (Any de-Greaser should do)

SATLON 105 is used by:

- The dentist
- The optometrist
- The housewife
- The panel beater
- The spray painter
- The mechanic
- The engineering companies
- The plumbers
- The electricians
- The arts and crafts
• THE 4 X 4 AND CAMPING ENTHUSIEST
• LAST BUT NOT LEAST...ME!

AN INTERESTING FACT; SATLON 105 USED ON SURVEY SHIP.
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FOR MORE DETAILS ON THIS PRODUCT PLEASE READ THE SPECIFICATIONS SHEET PROVIDED.
SHOULD THERE BE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE EMAIL US AT;
satlon105@gmail.com

OR CONTACT YOUR REPRESENTATIVE